
 

A great article has been written about a very talented artist. Liz Vega's song "Mi verdad" is going to be released soon. I am eager
for it to come out because the song is very catchy and speaks about a lot of personal topics that can apply to anyone in any
situation. 

"Mi verdad" ("My truth") is a song written by Liz Vega in which she describes her life through the music. The single speaks of
her life in Panama, when she was young and living with her mother, who was an alcoholic. 

She has released the track in English and Spanish. The lyrics are about when she left that situation to live in California for some
time, before finally moving to Miami permanently. She is currently working on releasing her album, which will be called
"Bienvenida". Her most important goal at this point is to release it with limited or no errors (for example: bad quality), like what
most artists do these days, according to the artist. 

Her music is like a good book with all the passion and raw emotions that the artist has, she puts it out in her entire truth. Vega
expressed her desire to make music for people; this has led her to become one of the most famous, talented artists of her
generation.

While speaking about her life in Panama, Liz told one story that really touched me, because I have lost someone very close to
me. She said: “I had a friend who killed himself, so I went there and gave him a funeral because I didn’t have a passport," she
added,"You can sell your soul or your body," she said while explaining what she did when she was young. "I’m not ashamed to
say it. You can do whatever you want to do in life, but there’s always the consequence afterwards," Liz added. "There was a time
when I didn’t have anything and I wanted to get out of there," she said while explaining how she had a daughter at a young age
and left her family behind in order to make a better life for herself and her daughter. The song is very popular in Panama,
Puerto Rico, Venezuela, Spain, Colombia, Peru and the United States. It has been played on different radio stations from Miami
stations like WZTA 100. 7 and Mega 97.9, both of which are the most popular in South Florida. It has also been played on other
stations around the world. The song was released on May 24, 2010 and it has been considered one of the best songs ever written
by Liz Vega and one of the best latin pop songs ever recorded.
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